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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Comfort at My Table from Brisbane. Currently, there are 20
dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What Kaleigh Walsh likes about Comfort at My Table:
Fab! We had Nim's eggs (comfort eggs) and the Moroccan eggs, both delicious. The bacon portion was

generous and the eggs were poked to perfection. So many tasty things on each plate and all excellent quality.
Add to that the relaxed atmosphere plus the friendly,...efficient service and you have two very happy customers.
Arrived at 08:30 for a Sunday breakfast and got a table straight away. I can imagine this also mak... read more.

The rooms on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations,
Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and eat. What Josh Maggio doesn't like about Comfort at My

Table:
Have been coming to the place for the past few years. The food here is always really nice but today's visit the

coffee was cold. There was also only one waiter on and the service was really slow. read more. You can at
Comfort at My Table from Brisbane savor delicious vegetarian menus, in which no animal meat or fish was

brought into play, Additionally, they provide you authentic Australian dishes with ingredients like bush tomatoes
and finger limes. Not to be left out is the extensive diversity of coffee and tea specialties in this restaurant, You

can also look forward to the typical delicious French cuisine.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
CHAI

Breakfas�
HASH BROWN

�s�
SMOKED SALMON

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
FRENCH

GLUTEN FREE

Ingredient� Use�
SYRUP

COCONUT

CHOCOLATE

BEANS

MILK

SPINAT

EGG

BACON

TOMATO

BANANA

VEGETABLES
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